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DIARY OF ELMA DUVALL TRABUE FROM 1918
The following diary was kept in a small notebook by my mother,
Elma Duvall Trabue, during a visit to her uncle and aunt in
Memphis, Tennessee, during the summer of 1918.' She was born in
Belleville, Illinois,on 4 January 1905 to Robert Elmore Duvall
and Luetta Miller Duvall.
During the time of this visit, her
father was mayor of Belleville.
Her uncle, Claude Duvall, was an
older brother of her father, and was a practicing M.D.
He and
his wife, Ethel, had no children of their own.
I have retained
the original spelling but some cases have added punctuation or
missing words which are enclosed in parentheses.

June 23, 1918.

Memphis Tenn.
1183 Fountain
Arrived here this morning at 8.15; ate breakfast; unpacked my
clothes and put them away.
I then learned how to take care of
Mrs. Bellow's canary.
Mrs. Bellows is a friend of aunt Ethels.
After that performance we sat upstairs and talked.
Mrs. Reed
stopped in a few minutes later to see how Aunt Ethel is getting
along.
After she left I finished unpacking my clothes and
changed my dress.
I then turned the ice cream while aunt Ethel
held the freezer and the cook finished up dinner.
We have dinner
at one o'clock on Sundays and other days at six. After finishing
turning the ice cream I changed my dress for dinner.
While we
were eating dinner the cook got a long distance call over the
phone that her sister in Atlanta, Georgia was very sick and she
should corne at once.
Aunt Ethel let her go just as soon as
dinner was over and told her to be sure and tell her if she was
corning back or not and the cook told her she would write her a
card just as soon as she found out if she was going to stay or
what she was going to do. Mrs. Bellows left about 10 o'clock
this morning and is not to return until Monday afternoon
sometime.
That is why I learned how to look after the bird.
At
lunch Nith aunt Ethel as boss, uncle Claude as straw boss and I
as chief flunky and bottle basher we managed to get lunch.
We
left the dishes for tomorrow morning.
We then play the victrola
and talked until bedtime.
June 24, 1918. Monday Eve
We managed to get breakfast the same way we got lunch the
night before.
After breakfast I washed and dried the dishes,
swept the floor.
Helped aunt Ethel clean up the upstairs and
made the beds.
Aunt Ethel then took a nap and I played the
victrola and read on of Horace's books.
It certainly is fine.
Aunt Ethel and I next got lunch and about 4 o'clock Mrs. Bellows
carne and she helped us get dinner.
After dinner we sat out on
the front porch and talked until uncle Claude carne. Then we went
to bed.
I have the front north room.
Good Night!
We got up about 15 to 8 o'clock.

June 25, 1918.
Tuesday eve.
I was still awfully sleepy

though.
We got breakfast and did the mornings work just as we
did yesterday.
We got lunch (Mrs. Bellows and I) and after lunch
we took a nap and then sat around until time to make dinner.
When uncle Claude came we went to bed.
I always write in my
diary just before going to bed.
Bye! Bye! for tonight.
June 26, 1918. Wednesday Eve.
Things went on just as they had Monday and Tuesday until
about four o'clock.
Then Da Vena Yankey came down with her down
with her little baby brother.
Aunt Ethel or I neither one was
dressed so after talking with her awhile aunt Ethel sent me
upstairs to get dressed and then Da Vena took me over to see Mary
Lee Penn but she wasn't at home so she took me to see the Martin
girls.
I don't believe I ever saw so many girls in my life.
When we first went over, there were two sitting on the porch and
they just kept coming out until I thought I never would come to
the end of them.
I was glad when it was time to come home.
They
were regular human question boxes.
After dinner we did as usual
and then went to bed.
Sweet Dreams.
June 27, 1918.
Thursday Eve.
This morning I went with uncle Claude making his calls and
then to the office.
We didn't get home until a quarter to two
and my stomach felt like it was grown to my back bone.
The rest
of the day went on as usual.
I am awfully sleepy.
Sleep tight!
Friday:
June 28, 1918.
Eve.
Mrs. Bellows and I did the work as usual under aunt Ethel's
instructions.
Aunt Ethel wants to help but we won't let her only
that that is absolutely necessary.
At three o'clock, I went down
to Da Vena's to a little knitting club that she belongs to.
I am making a pair of wristlets for the Red Cross down here.
I
started them this morning.
There are five girls in the knitting
club and they are knitting long strips of different colored yarn.
This club meets every Friday afternoon and there due are five
cents a week.
They asked me to join and I accepted.
After lun~h
I went down on the court and swango
There is a dandy rope swing
under a big tree.
I forgot to say that I met Mrs. Reader who
used to live in East St. Louis early in the afternoon.
Then when
I went down to swing Mr. & Mrs. Reader came over and swang me.
We stayed up until uncle Claude came and then went to bed.
Wake up Bright.
Saturday, June 29, 1918. Eve.
We certainly have had one busy day today.
We first cleaned
the upstairs up and then Mrs. Bellows and I went up town.
We
first went to get some material for some skirts for her daughter.
After looking a while we managed to find several pretty pieces.
Then we went to another large store.
Aunt Ethel told Mrs.
Bellows to get me some kind of a pretty little dress.
Not
because I needed it but because she wanted me to save my other

dresses and she loves to buy for girls and she has no children of
her own.
After looking around for some time we found two darling
little dresses.
One was white voil trimmed in plaid voil and is
hemstiched.
It certainly is (a) pretty little dress.
The other
one is a yellow one trimmed in white.
I really like it the best.
I then tried them on and they both fit perfect.
Even the length.
We just couldn't decide which one was the prettiest so we took
both of them home for aunt Ethel to decide which she wanted me to
have. We took them along home with us. After getting the dresses
I got my hair shampooed.
Mrs. Bellows then took me to the Gayosa
Hotel and showed me around.
It surely is a beautiful place.
Then we got some cream and came home.
When we got home I put on
both dresses for aunt Ethel to decide which one to take and she
couldn't decide either so when uncle Claude came home I put them
on for him and he said there was no use to decide that I should
just take both of them.
I didn't want to but they insisted and I
kept them both.
Uncle Claude said to just keep on the yellow one
and go to the office and then make some calls with him so I did.
After dinner I went to a little Red Cross show over at Mc Gehee's
with Caroline Reed.
She certainly is a nice little girl.
The
show was given by the children of the neighborhood.
The name of
the play was "Snow White" and then several children gave
readings.
Sunday June 3D, 1918.
Eve
Went to the Methodist Sunday School with Caroline Reed.
I
surely enjoyed it.
I went into the Junior Department.
It was
conducted almost the same as our Sunday School.
Caroline's class
is going on a picnic out to Overton Park Saturday afternoon and
take lunch and they asked me to go with them and aunt Ethel said
I may go. Caroline and I are going to take our lunch together.
When I came home I read the paper and then we had dinner.
After
dinner I wrote letters.
After dinner uncle Claude went to the
office and he was supposed to come back right away but he didn't
come back until 4.30 then he took us out driving for awhile then
we came home and he went after the butter-milk.
Just as soon as
he left I got lunch ready and put it on the table.
Aunt Ethel
thought we had better feed the chickens first so we went out the
front door and left the back door locked.
All the screens are
hooked at the bottom and have hinges at the top.
While we were
out in the chicken house uncle Claude came home, brought the
butter-milk and closed the door and left.
He was invited out for
dinner and he wouldn't be back until 7.30 or 8 o'clock.
When we
came around we thought we were sure locked out for good but Mr.
Richie came to our rescue he got a skeleton key and unlocked the
side door.
We sure did eat when we got in. When uncle Claude
came home we pretended like we were real mad at him so he took us
to the picture show and then got us some ice cream to "square"
with us.
Don't sleep too hard tonight.
Good night!
Monday
July 1, 1918
Eve
Got up about 7.30; dressed had breakfast; helped uncle
Claude rub off his car.
I have learned to drive both cars.
I
first learned on uncle Claude's.
Uncle Claude first taught me on

his and he then took me out in aunt Ethel's car once and then she
took me out and we go every where now.
Up on Main Str. 20nd.
str. & even Union.
"Some Cat!"
Cleaned up the upstairs; knit;
made lunch; ate; took a nap; dressed; went down on the court &
played until bed time.
Good Night!
Tuesday
July 2, 1918.
Eve.
Got up~rather late; dressed; ate breakfast; helped uncle
Claude rub off the car; read the paper; played the victrola;
cleaned up the upstairs; washed out some silk stockings; pressed
a dress; made lunch and ate; We waited until the postman came
then we went upstairs and took a nap.
Got up; took a bath;
dressed and then read. Aunt Ethel has some fine books that were
Horace's.
I just love to read them.
Had dinner and then we went
to the picture show down on Mc Lamore; stopped at the drug store
and then had some cream & here I am. Don't let the bed bugs
bite!
Good Night!
Wednesday, July 3, 1918.
Eve
Got up rather late; helped uncle Claude rub off his car;
played the victrola and read while uncle Claude got dressed to go
to the office.
He always wears overhall to rub off the car and
work in the garden with.
After breakfast I went out and got some
peaches and ate them and took a piece up to "Jackie Boy". (the
canary.)
Cleaned up the upstairs; pressed several dresses and
washed out some stockings; got dressed and took our knitting and
went over to Reed's in the car.
I met Keneth Reed and he seems
to be a very nice little boy. We had a very nice lunch.
Mrs.
Reed had a regular field darkey ironing for her.
Her name was
Eliza.
She talks to herself and also sings to herself and I
nearly died laughing when I heard her. We wanted to have some
fun so Keneth, Caroline and I went out intb the kitchen and
started talking to her.
She talked real funny and she says real
crazy things.
She is only half witted.
She just kept us
laughing until my sides ached.
Keneth had some green dye to dye
hats with & he asked her if she wanted her hat dyed and she said
she didn't care to look like a frog.
I never laughed so much in
all my life. We went home about six and had dinner then I went
down on the court & played until bed time.
I am awfully tired.
Good Night!
Thursday July 4, 1918
Eve.
Got up late; rubbed off the car; had breakfast; cleaned up
the upstairs; washed out a pair of white silk stockings. We then
made lunch; ate; then we got dressed and uncle Claude took us to
the zoo at the Overton Park.
They surely have a fine one.
Every
kind of animal you can think of. Uncle C. and I went hurriedly
throu it while aunt Ethel sat in the car. From the zoo we went
to a church picnic at the orphans' home.
We had a fine chicken
dinner at the picnic and tried our best to win a doll and a box
of candy, but we couldn't get either.
We went through part of
the orphans' home and saw the babies.
We then went home & rested

awhile then got dressed in my party dress and we went over to
Reed's.
Mrs. Reed gave a fourth of July dance for the crowd that
aunt Ethel goes with.
I surely did have a grand time.
I danced
nearly every dance.
I tried several times to slip off out on the
front porch with Caroline and Kenneth but they would always corne
after me.
We went horne about one.
Good Night.
Friday, July 5, 1918
Eve
Got up at 9 o'clock; rubbed off the car; ate breakfast; read
the paper; cleaned up the upstairs; made lunch; ate; took a nap;
dressed; then went down and sat in the swing and waited for
Kenneth & Caroline to corne but they didn't show up.
I am sure I
don't know what has happened.
When uncle Claude carne horne we had
dinner and after dinner we sat out on the porch until about 9.30.
I surely am sleepy for I haven't made up the sleep I lost last
night.
Don't sleep too hard.
Good Night.
Saturday July 6, 1918
This surely was a busy day.
I arose about 8.30; helped
uncle Claude rub off the car; ate breakfast; and sat around and
talked until uncle Claude left; read the paper; cleaned up the
upstairs in a hurry; washed out some silk stockings.
I sure do
get tired of washing out silk stockings but still they have to be
washed out every time you wear them if you want them to look
clean.
Pressed a dress; I was invited to Caroline Reed's Sunday
School Class picnic and she and I took our lunch together.
I
went down to the store and got some things for my lunch.
When I
got back aunt Ethel deviled some eggs and made the rest of the
lunch while I got our lunch.
After lunch I cleared the table;
went up and took a bath; dressed.
Mrs. Bellows carne just before
I went over to Reed's to call for Caroline.
I took my lunch over
to Reed's for Mrs. Reed to pack and she packed them in two great
big boxes.
Mrs. Reed made a great big chocolate cake.
Caroline
and I each took a box and went over to the church and waited
until the teacher carne then we took the car up town and then we
had to wait about 40 min. for a car out to Overton Park.
We had
to stand up nearly all the way out there and its at least an
hour.
When we got out there we played games and walked throu the
Japanese Garden.
It surely is a cute little thing.
It has the
prettiest little bridges and a spring that ripples down some
rocks and around the spring are wild ferns and shrubbery.
There
is a large rock mound with a lot of entrances like a cave.
There
is also a little Japanese tea house with a thatched roof overlooking a little lake. After walking around for some time we
went back and they had lunch ready and I don't believe I ever ate
so much in my live. After eating we went over to the playground
which was just a little distance from where we ate our lunch.
A
few of the girls took off their shoes and stockings and went in
wading.
They have a nice little wading pool in the park.
We
went horne about 8 o'clock.
One of the boys ate so much we were
sure he was going to bust.
The car ride horne seemed to be
terribly long.
There is a little drug store where we get off the

car and I stopped there and got some ice cream to take home, then
we took Caroline home and when I got home it was after 10. Mrs.
Bellow and aunt Ethel were sitting in the swing waiting for me.
I went in and dished up the ice cream and just as we finished
eating it uncle Claude brought some so we didn't tell him I
brought some and eat some of his too but not because we wanted to
by any means.
We then came upstairs to bed and I sure am tired
and I certainly had a fine time.
Sleep Tight!
Good Night!
Sunday, July 7, 1918.
Got up late; rubbed off uncle Claude's car; ate breakfast;
read the paper; played the victrola; made the beds; had dinner;
took a nap; wrote some letters; dressed; went out to Riverside
Park and took some pictures; had some ice cream; went home & got
lunch then went to the picture show; stopped at Hammer and
Balid's and got a chocolate soda with heavy on the whip.
Then we
came home and undressed and I sure am sleepy.
Good Night!
Monday, July 8, 1918. Eve.
Monday always is a busy day for us. We got up about 8
o'clock dressed.
We are out of a cook again.
The old one went
to Chicago to work in a canning factory.
Aunt Ethel & I made
breakfast while uncle Claude rubbed off the car; ate; sat around
and talked until uncle Claude went to the office; then we read
the paper.
We then went upstairs and got the wash together and
counted the pieces.
We then cleaned up the upstairs; wrote some
letters while aunt Ethel took a nap; made lunch; ate; cleared off
the table; took a nap; dressed; got the butter-milk; read a book;
ate dinner; went down and played on the court until bed time.
This surely isn't very interesting.
I am not in the humor to
write.
Good Night!
Tuesday July 9, 1918.
Got up late; rubbed off the car; ate breakfast.
We have
Delia to cook for us until Barbra comes.
We expect her Thursday
morning.
Uncle Claude wired her the money to come home on
Friday.
She wrote her aunt that her sister fooled her that she
wasn't even sick enough to be in bed.
She said her sister only
wanted her to stay there and take care of the children.
We are
just holding our breath for fear that she is going to take the
money and have a good time on it. After breakfast, I cleaned up
the upstairs; washed out some silk stockings & pressed some
dresses; made a little tatting, wrote some letters while aunt
Ethel took a nap; made lunch; ate; dressed; backed out the car
and went uptown shopping.
I just got along fine.
Ate dinner
then I went to the picture show down on McLamore and uncle Claude
came and called for us; then we went up to Ferrels and had
something to drink; went home and got ready for bed.
Sleep Tight!
Wednesday,

July

10, 1918.

We were just as busy as bees today.
We got up early.
Helped uncle Claude rub off his car. Ate breakfast; climbed to
the tip-top branches of two peach trees.
The peach trees are
just loaded with peaches.
When uncle Claude picks peaches he
just picks them as they come and aunt Ethel just wanted a certain
kind and we couldn't reach the best peaches that were up in the
top branches of the trees.
No one ever saw such a dirty girl
that I was in all their live when I got done climbing around.
It
sure was lots of fun; I had on my green apron and it was just
coal black.
Mrs. Bellows held the latter while I picked and I
picked two bushel.
Mrs Bellows held the latter while (I) picked
some peaches from the lower branches.
Mrs. Bellows tended to the
canning part and aunt Ethel & I did the peeling.
Altogether we
canned about 16 qts. of peaches and six qts. of preserves.
Uncle
Claude was sure tickled with them & they sure looked nice.
After
dinner I went with uncle Claude to get the milk.
I ran the car.
I then went down on the court and played.
I sure did have one
great time.
We played lemonade.
We played until after 10.
Good Night!
Thursday, July 11, 1918.
Eve.
Got up rather late; had breakfast.
We have peaches morning,
noon and night and I wish we would have them oftener.
I just
fill up on peaches every day.
They sure are fine.
Helped uncle
rub off his car. We each take one side of the car and I
generally beat him. We cleaned up the upstairs; read one of
Horace's books, "Jack Ferrand at Sea".
It sure is good.
Most
all of his books are by the same author and after you read a few
of them you almost know what is going to happen.
I sure like to
read them.
Aunt Ethel & I made lunch.
After lunch she took a
nap and I wrote some letters.
She gave me the darlingest comb
and barrette to match.
We got dressed.
I wore my blue dress
with white collar and cuffs.
About 5 o'clock uncle Claude came
up and got aunt Ethel and I and took us to Goldsmiths (one of the
leading stores in Memphis) and left us there while he went to his
uptown office.
Aunt Ethel picked out several pretty white
sailors but she didn't know which one uncle Claude would like
best so she told the lady she would be back in an hour to decide
which one she wanted.
Uncle Claude was to come back and call for
us in an hour.
Aunt Ethel and I then went down to do some other
shopping.
She got me a pair of white silk stockings and a pretty
white hair ribbon.
She is always giving me something or buying
me something.
She loves to buy for girls.
I certainly think a
lot of uncle Claude and aunt Ethel too.
Uncle Claude came back
in about an hour and he selected a large white sailor for aunt
Ethel and he said if aunt Ethel got a hat I had to have one too
so he looked around for awhile and then picked out a little blue
sport hat.
It sure is a darling.
It's just what I wanted.
It
has a blue ribbon top and underneath it is blue straw.
He had
both of us to wear our new hats home.
Ate dinner; went to
McGehee's and had one great time.
All of our bunch were down
there and we played all sorts of games.
I had a pair of brown
silk stockings on and I slipped & fell and tore a great big hole
in it. About a million runners started from the whole and I just

said good by stockings.
Caroline Reed came home with me and we
waited until Keneth came by & then Caroline went home with him.
Don't sleep too hard.
Good Night!
Eve. Friday, July 12, 1918.
Got up rather late; had breakfast; helped uncle Claude rub
off his car then rubbed off ours.
Aunt Ethel's car had my
initials on the door.
Her initials and mine are the same so we
call her car ours.
She says its my car and hers while I am here.
Hung up our clothes.
The wash woman cleans on Fridays.
We got
dressed; backed out the car and stopped to get some gasoline and
air first then we went uptown.
We first went to Bry's and got
some things then we went to Goldsmith's and aunt Ethel looked at
some silk sweaters, but she didn't find any she particularly
liked but she got the American flag, the British flag and the
French flag in a holder to put on the hood of the machine.
We
stopped at Hammer & Balid's and got a "chocolate soda heavy on
the whip".
The first time we went into Hammer & Balid's the boy
came around and asked what we wanted and we asked him if they put
whipped cream on their sodas and he said they did so we told him
we wanted a chocolate soda with lots of whip cream and he called
"Chocolate soda heavy on the whip" and he knew us because we came
in there so often and he never asked us but always called
"chocolate soda, heavy on the whip."
We next went to
Summerfield's and then to the Elk's Club for lunch.
We got the
nicest dinner there for 35¢. After lunch we did some more
shopping and then went home.
A girl friend of aunt Ethels has a
sweetheart over in France and he wrote true facts that I think
are worth while telling.
He said they had about fifty German
prisoners and only one soldier to guard them for there is no
danger of any of them getting away.
The German prisoners are
taken to church on Sunday and they are treated very well.
He
said that one of the prisoners got away the other day and they
thought he was gone for good but a few days later he returned
bringing two more prisoners with him.
That's like the fellow
that wanted to go back after his brother.
Had dinner and after
dinner uncle Claude took us down to the picture show on McLamore
to see Margaret Clark in the "Glass House".
It surely was.
After the show we stopped at Ferrel's and a nut sundae.
Then we
went home.
I drove the car down to the show & home.
I am pretty
tired.
Good Night!
Saturday, July 13, 1918
Eve.
There is always a lot to do on Saturday, so we got up rather
early (8 o'clock) had breakfast; helped uncle Claude rub off his
car and then rubbed off ours.
Help clean up the upstairs; read
the paper and then knit; made lunch; ate; wrote some letters;
took a nap; dressed; backed out the car; went for butter-milk;
went down on the court and played until time for dinner.
After
dinner I went down to Yankeys and played until time to go to bed.
Good Night.

Sunday, July 14, 1918
Eve.
Got up early; had breakfast; dressed for Sunday school.
Caroline called for me about 9.15.
I surely enjoy going for its
conducted so nicely.
After Sunday school I carne horne (and) we
went back to church; then we carne horne for dinner and after
dinner uncle Claude took us our riding.
Just before going horne
we stopped at Hammer and Balid's.
Carne horne made lunch; ate;
went to the picture show and saw "Love Conquest".
It was real
good.
I am awfully tired.
Good night!
Monday 15. 1918, Aug. Eve.
We sure did have a busy day.
Got up late, rubbed off our
car & helped uncle Claude rub off his car. Ate breakfast; got
the wash and laundry together; cleaned up the upstairs; went to
the bakers; helped make lunch; got dressed; backed out the car
and went uptown; and tried at all the large stores to try to get
a sweater for aunt Ethel but she could only get a $35 sweater and
she didn't particularly care for it so she decided to wait until
(we) went horne then she would try in St. Louis.
We stopped at
Hammer and Balid's and got a "chocolate soda heavy on the whip".
We were due at the "nat" at 5 amd it was then 5.15 so hurried and
got to the "nat" (at) 5.20 and the class was waiting for me so I
got
into my suit in no more than two minutes.
I had a dandy
swim but the pool is very small.
Stolberg's Lake sure does beat
it by a mile.
After we carne horne we got the can and went for the
milk.
By the time we carne back uncle Claude was there.
After
dinner I went down and played on the court until bed time.
Good Night!
Tuesday. July 16, 1918. Eve.
Got up rather late; ate breakfast; rubbed off both cars;
helped clean up the upstairs; washed out some stockings; pressed
some dresses; put the velvet through my white dress.
Just as I
finished Katie Wright called up and asked us to go to the picture
show to see "Lest we forget".
We accepted and then we got lunch;
dressed; backed out the car; went for Katie.
When we got to the
picture show it was so crowded we had to take boxes and the
characters in the pictures looked real tall and lean.
We went
horne with Katie and Mrs. Wright served us with a great big dish
of pineapple ice cream and it sure did taste good.
We then went
horne and had dinner; went down to Davena's and stayed until bed
time.
Good Night!
Wed. July 17, 1918 Eve.
Got up late; ate breakfast; cleaned up the upstairs; wrote
letters; helped make lunch; read myself to sleep; slept for about
2 hrs. dressed and Mrs. Bellows and Jenny carne about an hour
before dinner.
After dinner we played the victrola & danced.
We
had a lb. box of candy and we ate it almost all up, that is Jenny
and I did.
We waited until uncle Claude carne & then went to bed.
Good Night!

Thursday July 18, 1918 Eve.
Got up late; rubbed off our car and helped uncle Claude rub
off his car; ate breakfast; hurriedly cleaned up the upstairs
while aunt Ethel and Jenny picked flowers; backed out the car and
Jenny, aunt Ethel & I went to the cemetary, came back had lunch
and then we sewed until dinner.
Jenny and I went down to a
medicine show to see what it was like and we sure didn't stay
long.
We waited for uncle Claude then went to bed.
Don't Sleep too hard!
Friday, July 19, 1918
Eve.
Got up late; ate breakfast.
Mrs. Bellows and Jenny left
with uncle Claude after breakfast.
We then cleaned up the
upstairs.
I rubbed off our car. After lunch (I) went to the
knitting club down at Davena's.
Had some jellow with whipped
cream on it. Mm-m that was sure good.
After dinner to the show
to see "Loves Conquest".
Stopped at Hammer and Balid's and got a
"chocolate soda heavy on the whip", came home; went to bed.
Good Night.
Saturday, July 20, 1918
Eve.
Got up early; cleaned up my room; rubbed off both cars; ate
breakfast; finished cleaning the upstairs; dressed; backed out
the car; got some gas & oil; aunt Ethel & I then drove uptown
&
we first stopped at Bry's to see if we could get a brown waist to
match her brown skirt but we didn't succeed in finding one so we
went to Goldsmith's then to Summerfield's but we didn't find one
to match anywhere so we parked the car along side of Bry's and
then went up to the Elk's club and had lunch, after dinner we
went to the show but I forgot the name of the picture.
We went
to Bry's to get a box of Blue Bird Special (that's a lb. box of
the best chocolates they sellon
Sat. from 4-5 at 25¢ a box).
That sure is a bargain and the candy is sure fine; went home
after the buttermilk can and then we went after milk.
After
dinner I went down on the court and played until 10.15.
Those
down there were Davena, Dorothy M., Mary Lee R., Barbette S.,
Jean M. and myself.
Lymon, Payton H., Jeff Hicks, John Collins;
Keneth J. & Kenneth Reed.
Oh, I forgot, Caroline R. was down
there too.
We sure had a dandy time.
They are all just as
polite as they can be.
I sure am tired.
Good Night!
Sunday.
July 21, 1918.
Eve.
Got up about 8 o'clock; rubbed off our car; ate breakfast;
got dressed; went to Sunday school with Caroline; came home with
Kenneth & Caroline; aunt Ethel, uncle Claude, and I went to
church in his car; I drove; had dinner; we all took a nap;
dressed; took a ride; ate lunch; went to the picture show to see
the Lee children in "Doing their Bit".
I sure did enjoy it. We
stayed to see it over.
They sure are cute kids.
Stopped at
Hammer & Balid's, got a chocolate soda "heavy on the whip".
Went
home.
Good Night!

Monday, July 22, 1918.
Eve
Got up late; ate breakfast; cleaned up the upstairs; washed
out some silk stockings and pressed two dresses; made lunch; took
a nap; dressed; ate dinner; aunt Ethel and I took uncle C. car &
went over after the butter-milk;
After we got home uncle Claude
took us down to the boat.
The Eastern Star were giving a boat
ride.
We sure did have one grand time.
They had a grand dance
floor.
Uncle C. & I spent most of the evening dancing.
We sure
were lucky or rather uncle Claude was, he won a box of candy and
then some fellow came up to him and told him to write his name on
a slip of paper and give him a dime and he would be entitled to
three chances on a prize and so of course uncle Claude gave him a
dime and he won.
The prize was three ladies handekerchiefs.
They are handembroideried
from the Hawaii islands.
The boat
landed about half past eleven.
I am going to write a joke on
Uncle Claude in here before I quit for tonight.
The
handkerchiefs were in a box that looked like they were man's
handkerchiefs so he went around telling he won some handerchiefs
and he sure needed them and when aunt Ethel opened them they
turned out to be three ladies handkerchiefs and the joke was on
him.
We sure had a good laugh about it.
Good Night.
Tuesday, July 23, 1918.
Got up late; ate breakfast; rubbed off illY car; helped to
clean up the upstairs; wrote 4 letters and have to answer 7 more.
That seems an awful lot but I have to write them; made lunch;
after lunch we both took a nap, dressed & went to the nat for a
swim.
I sure like to go there.
I went down the shoot & all such
things; came home; ran the car in; ate dinner; went down on the
court and we took turns telling ghost stories.
That was lots of
fun.
I came home about 9.30.
Caroline Reed came home with me &
she waited until Kenneth came by for her.
Good Night!
Wednesday, 24, 1918
Eve.
Got up late; ate breakfast; rubbed off our car; cleaned up
the upstairs.
Uncle Claude used to have an old negro to rub off
the cars, but he is working at an all day job in another par of
the city and they can't get anyone else.
McGeeh's chauffeur
comes over and washes the cars. Washed out some silk stockings,
pressed a dress & some ribbons.
It's always pressing or washing
out something to look half way decent.
Just before lunch Mrs.
Ferrel called up and asked us to go on the boat ride that the
Masons were giving that night so uncle Claude couldn't go so aunt
Ethel & I told her we would go. Uncle Claude took (us) down to
Ferrels on his way to the office.
We went down to the boat in
their machine.
We went on the same boat we went on Monday night.
They had a real nice program.
We also danced some.
Robert F.
couldn't go. He had a date with a girl and he didn't want to
break it. They served refreshment of ice cream and cake.
The
boat ride was strickly for the Masons so every thing was free.
We sure had a grand time.
One fellow started off on "Oh! My
Lisa" and every body joined in. We landed about twelve o'clock.

I sure am tired.
Good Night!
Thursday, July 25, 1918 Eve.
Got up after nine; ate breakfast; cleaned up the upstairs;
(not very good though because the cleaner is corning tomorrow).
Wrote some letters & washed out some silk stockings; made lunch;
after lunch I read myself to sleep; got up, dressed; backed out
the car; went after the milk; had dinner; went down on the court
& played & told ghost stories.
Carne horne about 9.30.
Good Night
Friday, July 26, 1918. Eve.
Got up late; rubbed off my car, ate breakfast; the cleaner
carne & cleaned up the upstairs; read and played the victrola most
of the morning; made lunch; dressed; backed out the car; aunt
Ethel & I drove uptown; I got a white tie and we got some rit.
I
got my hair shampooed then we stopped at Hammer & Balid's and
then carne horne; had dinner; went to the picture show to see the
Lee children in "I should worry".
Sure was great.
Stopped at
H. B. again.
We stop there so often it takes too long to write
it out every time.
Went horne. I am too sleepy to write this
decent.
Good Night!
Saturday, July 27, 1918
Eve.
In the first place I got up
late; ate breakfast; straightened up the upstairs; aunt Ethel was
invited over to McGeeh's for dinner today so she asked Caroline
Reed to corne over and eat lunch with me.
She had the cook to
stay all day so I wouldn't have to bother making lunch.
She sure
did have a nice lunch.
It was my turn to have the knitting club
that afternoon so the cook froze a lot of peach cream and C. R. &
I had some for dinner.
After lunch I got dressed and just as I
finished dressing the girls started corning. They had the
election of the officers and I was elected president.
I
certainly appreciated it and thought that was real nice of them.
After the business meeting we had lunch, then we knitted for an
hour and then we played games.
We played one rather queer one
and every body in the neighborhood carne over to watch us.
It
would take too long to explain it in writing.
After dinner aunt
Ethel & I took our car & went over to get the milk.
After we
carne horne I went down on the court and one of the boys didn't
believe in that game so we played it again to prove it to him.
We then played "I spy" & I carne horne about 9. I sure am tired.
Good Night.

r sure did have one day of it.

Sunday, July 28, 1918
Got up late; made my bed; dressed; ate breakfast; read the
funny paper and played the victrola until it was time to go to
church & then uncle Claude carne about eleven and took us to the
first M.E. uptown.
It surely is a beautiful church and they have
grand music and a very large quire.
After church we made several
calls with uncle Claude & he then took us to the Chisca Hotel for

dinner.
That is the finest hotel in Memphis.
It surely is a
grand hotel.
I really didn't enjoy it as much as I should have
because I was always afraid I was going to use the wrong fork.
After dinner we went through the hotel and then we went to the
picture show.
Came home; had lunch and then went for a short
ride; came home and I couldn't feel much tireder.
I don't feel
like I want to stir in the morning.
Good Night!
Monday 29, 1918 July Eve
Didn't get up until about 10 o'clock but I was still sleepy;
ate breakfast; help to clean up the upstairs; washed out some
stockings; aunt Ethel & I peeled a whole basket of pears and we
got a gallon of pear preserves; after lunch we both took a nap;
backed out the car & went after the milk; after dinner I went
down on the court and we told ghost stories.
I am too tired to
write the particulars.
Good Night!
Tuesday July 30, 1918.
Eve.
Got up late; helped uncle Claude gather grapes; ate
breakfast; helped uncle Claude rub off his car & then rubbed off
ours.
At nine o'clock aunt Ethel went over to McGeeh's.
The Red
Cross sew over there.
They gave me a job at the machine.
I
sewed steady from 9 o'clock until 1 and they are so pleased with
my work they want me to come and stich for them whenever I can.
Had lunch; took a nap; dressed; wrote 5 more letters; read; had
dinner; after dinner uncle Claude took us to the picture show.
After the show we stopped at Ferrel's and got some ice-cream.
Came home.
Good Night!
Wednesday, July 31, 1918.
Got up; had breakfast; cleaned up the upstairs; then went to
the Red Cross & sewed until one; had lunch; dressed; backed out
the car and went to the cemetary; had dinner; went down on the
court and played until 9.20.
Came home.
Good Night
The time sure is going
Thursday. August 1, 1918
Eve
Got (up at) quarter to 8; dressed; ate breakfast; help
clean up the upstairs; went over to sew at the Red Cross~
They
sew Tuesday, Wednesday, & Thursday.
I sew for Mrs. Richie Sr.
She sure does keep me busy; went to the bakers; had lunch;
dressed; backed out the car. Aunt Ethel and I went shopping;
stopped at H.B. then came home; got the buttermilk can; went
after the milk; ate dinner; went down on the court and played
awhile then I rode Mary Lee's wheel.
I have gotten so I can ride
pretty well now.
After it got too dark to ride we told ghost
stories.
Came home.
Good Night!
This pencil

Friday, August 2, 1918. Eve.
is only a little stub and it sure is hard to write

with.
Got up late; dressed; ate breakfast; rubbed off our car;
helped clean up the upstairs; wrote 3 letters; made lunch; after
lunch we both took a short nap; dressed; went over to Mary Lee's
to the knitting club.
Carne horne at 5.30; backed out the car and
went after butter-milk; had dinner; went with uncle Claude down
to the butcher shop and grocery store; after we carne (horne) I
went down on the court & played until bed time.
I always have a
good time down on the court.
Good Night!
Saturday, Aug. 3, 1918
Eve
I sure have had my share of mail this week.
I just got 11
letters.
I have been getting on the average of 7 or 8 a wk. but
I did extra fine this wk.
It has been pretty hot today but it is
somewhat cooler this evening and I sure am glad of it.
I got up late this morning; ate breakfast; rubbed off both cars;
cleaned up my room; wrote 2 letters; helped to make lunch; ate;
took a nap; got dressed; backed out the car; went downtown to
Bry's; first got some inner soles for my white pumps; got two
boxes of "Blue Bird Special"; went to Hammer and Balid's and got
a chocolate soda heavy on the whip.
Went horne; ate dinner; after
dinner John Collins & Kenneth Reed stopped in for a little while
then we went down on the court and played "clap in clap out" with
the rest of the bunch.
Carne horne about 9 o'clock.
Good Night!
Sunday Aug. 4, 1918. Eve.
Woke up about 8.30 and heard some man talking to aunt Ethel
upstairs.
We had been expecting Mr. Lyons and I was anxious to
see him so I hurried up and got dressed; and when I was about
half dressed he went down stairs so I asked aunt Ethel if that
was Mr. Lyons and it was.
He went with uncle Claude to make some
of the hospital rounds.
His girl is a nurse in one of them so I
didn't get to see him before he left. Ate breakfast; made the
beds; dressed and uncle Claude carne and took us to church about
11 o'clock; carne horne; played the victrola until dinner was
ready.
Just as we sat down to dinner Mr. Lyons carne in. We had
waited dinner for him 15 min. and we were as hungry as bears so
we started to eat.
Saturday we promised Mrs. Hassenfratz some
zinias and we forgot to take them down to her so right after
dinner aunt Ethel gathered them while I changed my dress.
Mr.
Lyons can run aunt Ethel's car so he backed it and ran the car.
I went with him.
Uncle Claude had to go to the office.
We first
stopped at Hassenfratzes and I took the flowers in then Mr. Lyons
asked me it I thought aunt Ethel would care if we took a ride and
I said no so we went about five miles on "Speed Way" and then
back.
It doesn't take long to go that distance because the road
is fine.
"Speed Way" is an oiled dirt, double tracked, road
bounding the city.
It sure is some road. When we got back uncle
Claude wasn't back yet so Mr. Lyons called up the office and
uncle Claude was still at the office so we took the car and went
down to the office.
Mr. Lyons took us to Ferrels and we all had
an ice cream soda. Mr. Lyons was going to see his girl so aunt
Ethel and I decided to take him to see his girl and leave him and

then take our car and go home and uncle Claude had to go uptown
to get some gasoline so he went ahead and we followed him until
he got to the place where he wanted to go and he got out and
motioned for us to stop so we did and he told us to let Mr. Lyons
have the car and we would go on to the picture show.
We told Mr.
Lyons he could have our car if he would bring us a lb. box of
candy so he said he would.
We then got some gasoline and went to
the show to see Margrite Clark in "Uncle Tom's Cabin".
It was
good. Went home.
Uncle Claude forgot to stop at Hammer and
Balid's so we told him he had to take us back after supper and he
said he would because we didn't have anything else to did.
Made
supper while uncle Claude and aunt Ethel fed the chickens; ate
supper; went up to Hammer and Balid's; when we came back aunt
Ethel and I took his car and got the milk.
Aunt Ethel isn't
strong enough to run either car that is why she taught me to run
them.
Mr. Lyons came home about ten then we sat around and
talked to him until 11.15 then he went down to the station.
I
sure am tired.
Good Night!
Monday Aug. 5, 1918
Eve.
Got up late as usual; I never do get back all my sleep
though.
Ate breakfast; helped clean up the upstairs; got the
laundry and the washing together; made lunch; after lunch took
a nap; dressed; backed out the car; went down to the nat; had a
dandy swim; went down the shoot and the rest of the stunts; came
home; had dinner; after dinner "I sat around & talked a while.
Am
going to go to bed.
Good Night!
Tues. Aug. 6, 1918
Eve.
Got up late; ate breakfast; cleaned up the upstairs; rubbed
off my car; wrote some letters; made lunch; after lunch we both
took a nap; then we dressed; I backed the car; went down to the
"Piggly Wiggly"; came home; had dinner; went after the milk in
the car; came home; ran the car in; went down on the court and
played on the court and played until bed time.
Sure am sleepy.
Good Night!
Wed. August 6, 1918
Eve.
Got up rather early.
Wonderful!
Great! dressed; ate
breakfast; cleaned up the upstairs in a hurry; went over to the
Red Cross and sewed until 1 o'clock; came home; helped to make
lunch; after lunch took a short nap; dressed; backed out the car;
went uptown; did some shopping; stopped at Hammer and Balid's;
came home; ate dinner; went to the show.
Good Night!
Thurs. Aug. 7, 1918. Eve.
Got up 8.15; had breakfast; rubbed off my car; helped clean
up the upstairs; went over to the Red Cross.
Aunt Ethel went
along.
They didn't have much to do so I went out in the back
yard with Malcolm McGehe and Mary Lee Penn.
We sure had some
fun. We then went upstairs and played pool until noon then

Malcolm had to go to the store and I had to got to the bakers and
the store so he first went with me to the bakers and then we went
to the store.
We then went across to the Drugstore and got a
chocolate soda.
Came home; ate lunch; aunt Ethel and I took Mary
Lee to the picture show.
Got a chocolate soda; came home; ate
dinner; went down on the court and played until bedtime.
Good Night.
Friday Aug. 8, 1918.
Eve.
Got up late; ate breakfast; cleaned up my room & rubbed off
our car. Went to the knitting club and then went after milk.
Went to the show after dinner.
Sure am too sleepy to write much.
Good Night.
August 9, 1918
Eve.
Got up early; helped clean up the upstairs; dressed; backed
out car; did some shopping; had dinner at Elk's Club; went to
Hammer & Balids, did some more shopping then got two boxes of
blue bird special, came home.
After dinner played down on court.
Had a good time.
Good Night!
August 10, 1918 Eve.
A.M. went to church; had dinner; went on several calls with
uncle C. E. had lunch; went to show & then to Hammer & Balid's.
Good Night.
August 11, 1918
A.M. got wash together; cleaned up the upstairs, etc. while
Aunt E. posted on uncle C.'s book.
P.M. went to the nat; had a
fine time.
Came home & went after milk.
Eve. played on court.
Good Night.
A.M. Sewed at Red Cross.

August
P.M. went downtown.

12, 1918. Eve.
Eve. went to'

show.
Aug. 12, 1918.
Eve.
A.M. sewed at Red Cross.
P.M. Played pool with Malcolm;
sure had a dandy time.
Eve. Played with the bunch on the court.
Told ghost stories.
Aug. 13, 1918
Eve.
A.M. Sewed at Red Cross.
P.M. Took Caroline to the picture
show.
Saw forgot the name sure was good.
Eve. Malcolm came over
and had to repeat the ghost stories.
Aug. Wednesday 14, 1918 Eve.
Got up; dressed; helped uncle Claude rub off his car.
Ate
breakfast; cleaned up my room.
Then rubbed off our car; dressed;
went over to Red Cross and sewed all morning; went to the bakers;
made lunch; dressed; went uptown; then to mrs. Ritter's; then to
the dressmaker's.
Took the car and came home after some belting
all by myself.
Mrs. Richie Sr. sure did look.
Came back; had

dinner; changed clothes then went down to Davenas and rode her
wheel; then had a race with Lyman & then one with Jeff.
Sure had
bushels of fun.
Came home at nine to tend to the telephone
because no (one) was at home but the telephone in the hands of
the receiver.
Played victrola until aunt Ethel (returned) & then
went to bed.
August. Eve. Thursday 15, 1918
Got up rather late; aunt Ethel & I cleaned up the upstairs.
Washed out some silk stockings; knit about 6 in. on my second
wristlet.
We waited for uncle Claude to bring us some things up
for lunch.
Aunt Ethel & I made lunch and ate about 1 o'clock.
We were just about half through eating when Davena Yankey
came up. Aunt Ethel had planned to take us to the picture show
and we were to leave here about 1.30 for the first show.
She was
too tired so Davena and I went on the car. We saw the Kaisers
Shadow.
It sure was good.
They had a fine vadaville too.
After
the show we got some ice cream and candy and then went to uncle
Claude's office and got into the car & waited for him then he
took us home.
Just as soon as we got home aunt Ethel & I went
after the buttermilk and when we came back Mrs. Bellows and Jenny
had already come.
They came out to have dinner with us. After
dinner we sat around and played the victrola.
The Methodist Church on Mississippi Ave. gave a lawn party
over here on the court.
They first had a program.
Jenny and I
went down to hear the last of it & when it was over we came back
after Mrs. Bellows and aunt Ethel.
We waited until we thought
most of the crowd was served then we went down & got some ice
cream.
We wanted to get some more but it had all been sold so we
took sherbet and then we wanted to get some watermelon but it was
all sold too.
There was a fortune teller there who was telling
fortunes and I wanted mine told so I went over there and there
was only about ten persons ahead of me and after waiting about 15
min. everybody was called across the court to hear a 4 min. man
speak.
So we all had to go, the fortune teller too.
The 4 min.·
man is the longest winded man in town so Jenny and I left.
We
came home and played the victrola & danced.
When Mrs. Bellows
and aunt Ethel came she and Jenny went home.
After they were
gone I noticed the fortune teller was still telling fortunes down
there so I went down and got in line. After waiting some time
this is what she told me.
She said I did not worry over little
things; that I was not in the least bit nervous.
That I was
rather independent; I had a wonderful memory; I was somewhat
stubborn & jealous; I was to be successful all my life,
especially in my older days; I am to have a very deep love affair
but am not to marry that man; I am to marry once; that I am to
die when about 60, rather young.
August 16, 1918
Friday Eve.
Cleaned up the upstairs; rubbed off the car; dressed; went
uptown.
We first went to the bank then to the Elks club for
dinner.
They surely did have a fine dinner.
We did a great deal
of shopping.
I got a beautiful fan to take home for mama; aunt
Ethel got two beautiful hats; went to Hammer & Balid's, then went

home after our knitting and went over to Reed's to the knitting
club.
Aunt Ethel went over to see Mrs. Reed.
She finished her
helmet while she was there.
It was my last meeting so I had to
resign.
After we left Reed's we went over to the dressmaker's
and then came home to dinner.
Mrs. Reed told aunt Ethel that
Kenneth had been up on the court playing with the boys and he
told her that the boys said I just had Mary Lee Penn going; that
she was so jealous that she didn't know what to do; that I could
run a car & she couldn't; I could swim & she couldn't; and I
could dance and sew and she couldn't and that all the kids hung
around me lots more than they did her and that it just was
killing her.
When we got home uncle Claude was already here so
we had dinner right away.
After dinner uncle Claude went to the
office right away.
I forgot to say that before dinner uncle
Claude said that I must have a party before I go so I am going to
have a party on August 20, 1918 from 3-5. We are going to play
hearts.
This is the list of children we are going to ask.
I am
going to put them on the next page for there isn't enough room on
this one.
Boys
Girls
Jeff Hicks
Elma Duvall
Lymon Hoshall
Caroline Reed
Kenneth Reed
Dorothy Martin
John Collins
Davena Yankey
Malcolm McGeehe
Barbet Sharff
John Leach
Mary Lee Penn
Keneth Jackson
Mildred Carpenter
Aunt Ethel, Mrs. Reed & Mrs. Bellows are to look after us & the
lunch.
Aunt Ethel & I talked about the going away party for some
time.
Then we went upstairs to get dressed to go to the roof
garden.
After we got dressed we had to wait awhile for uncle
Claude.
The roof garden sure is one grand place.
It is on the
top of one of the highest buildings in Memphis.
They have a
wonderful dance floor and grand music.
After dancing for some
time we went into the cabere and had some cream.
We then danced
some more & came home.
It sure is a wonderful place.
I am too
sleepy to explain anymore.
August 17, 1918
Saturday Eve.
Got up; dressed; helped uncle Claude rub off his car; ate
breakfast; cleaned up the upstairs (helped); washed out some silk
stockings; dressed; went uptown; we got a fan for the 1st prize
for the girls prize and $1.50 baseball for the boys first prize &
a two & a half lb. of candy for consolation and ~ lb. of candy
for the booby.
We got some beautiful napkins with the American
flag & eagle & gold stars and some darling little tallies with a
u.S. sailor on them and some tiny little silk flags for the ice
cream.
We are going to put a red cherry in the ice cream and put
the flag in it. We got home a few minutes before one.
After
lunch uncle Claude came up and we talked with him awhile and then
"dolled up a little"; we went to the dressmaker's and then got
the milk.
Ran the car in. While we were eating dinner a storm
came up. After the rain uncle Claude backed out our car for us

and then aunt Ethel and I went down to the depot to try to get
our tickets but we found we couldn't get them until Monday at the
uptown office.
After we came home I finished my wristlet & aunt
Ethel posted on the book.
August 18, 1918.
Sunday Eve.
Got (up) & dressed about 9 o'clock; ate breakfast; helped
uncle Claude rub off his car; read paper; dressed.
Uncle Claude
took us to the Arlington Hotel for dinner.
THE END
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LETTERS RECEIVED BY ELMA DUVALL FROM FRIENDS AND FAMILY WHILE SHE
WAS VISITING HER AUNT & UNCLE IN MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE, SUMMER 1918
LETTER

FROM HER MOTHER,

LUETTA DUVALL,

POSTMARKED

JULY 2, 1918
Tuesday

Evening

My Dear Daughter.
Received your letters and aunt Ethel's; must say we enjoyed
them very much.
I certainly would like to be with you, but know
I cannot as we can't afford it this year.
Mabel1 & I went to St.
Louis this afternoon, to get some handles for reed trays.
Cousin
Cora2 wants Mabel to make her one, and Mabel is going to make me
one.
Elma don't worry about tatting, it will be perfectly all
right if you don't make any.
I am sure your dresses are very
pretty, and if aunt Ethel and Uncle Claude enjoy getting them for
you I do not object a bit, but do not hint for anything.
Elma I
hope you do not look like those sketches when you have them on.
This is some paper Lillian3 got for her birthday.
Isn't it nice?
We will hunt up those books and send them.
I put up seven pints
of red raspberries today.
Elma, I just know you are have a fine
time, and I am glad.
Lillian was up at the R.C. rooms all day
helping the knitters wind yarn and so forth.
She has her little
rocker on that tree stump sitting in it with her feet on the
pep(?).
She is going with Miller's on a boat trip tomorrow.
Mary S.'s company left last night.
Papa4 got an Uncle Sam suit
today in St. Louis for a parade on the fourth, he is to be grand
marshall, bhe put it on this evening.
It looks very fine.
Tell aunt Ethel I will answer her letter soon and that I
enjoyed it very much.
Mabel and I though it great to get all
those letters at once.
My corset cover is done and I want to
start my chess tomorrow.
I am writing in the dark.
with love to
all from all.
I am always anxious to hear from you.
Lovingly
Mother
Papa's suit is very pretty.
The coat blue satin.

IMabel Duvall,

later Daab, Elma's older sister.

2Cora Miller Simon, daughter of William Miller,
brother of Joseph E. Miller, Luetta's father.
3Lillian Duvall

(Dechant),

the youngest

4R.E. Duvall was Mayor of Belleville,
time.

Duvall

Illinois,

youngest
daughter.
at that

LETTER TO ELMA DUVALL FROM A PLAYMATE
709 Park Avenue
Belleville, Illinois
July 5, 1918
Dear Elma
Well I received your letter and thought I would not answer
it until after the 4th of July maybe I would (not) have a little
more to tell you.
Helen and I sure had a grand time being in the
pageant.
Gee just as our dance had started I couldn't find my
tamberine (you know we were Italians so we had tamberines.)
I
had laid it down in the dressing room and then someone laid a
dress on top of it and then I couldn't find it. But then
everybody was looking for it because I was the first one and the
second one did not know which way to go unless I lead.
The band
had just played introduction and then I got there in time.
But
believe me I was so nervous then I could hardly dance and when I
told mamma she said I was too careless and it was true.
If I
couldn't have found it I would have had to dance without it and
you know how nice that would look.
There were fourteen in our
Italian dance.
I sure wished you could have been in it.
The
hole play the pageant and dream is going to be repeated on July
19 down at the Country Club.
We had some big parade here on 4th
of July.
The main ones in it were the Soldiers and Mr. R. E.
Duvalll with his Uncle Sam suit on he sure looked fine.
There
were two squadrons of soldiers marching.
I was marching too with
the cadets.
Clara and I were the only ones in our squad
marching.
(Ha, Ha) some pep.
Helen and I sure have some great
times.
She didn't march because she had company from East St.
Louis.
Just I am (I am) writing this letter Clara came down. So
I want to hurry now and finish but I'm not finish yet.
In your
last you were saying about taking kodak pictures well I wish you
would send some and I promise to sent them-back or if you don't
want to that at least sent me one picture of yourself for me to
keep for a remembrance from being to Memphis Tenn.
I can't wait
to see if you are going to have that play you were writing about.
I bet you won't hardly have a good time.
I at least hope you
will.
I advice you not to go out too much you sure will colapse.
I bet your dresses sure must be cute.
You are a lucky guy
getting just what you want.
You won't be spoiled when you get
home (No No.)
Well Elma this is all I know.
There isn't much
going on here as there is for you there.
I expect to go to St.
Louis some time this month.
Well now write more than I did
because I know you know more than I do. Bye, Bye.
Your friend
Jenny2
Answer soon.

lEIma's father.
2The letter contains no last name.
The city directory of
Belleville for 1919 shows a Julius Yung at the address.

LETTER

TO ELMA DUVALL FROM HER MOTHER,

POSTMARKED

TROY,

ILLINOIS

Thurs.

18, 1918

My Dear Little Girly
Am anxiously waiting for a letter today have
not had a letter from you since last week.
We intended to go
home today but it looks very much like rain and did rain a little
last night which was needed very much.
Aunt Tillie'sl pears are
2
just getting ripe.
Wiggles had a grasshopper in the sitting
room, playing with it for a half hour, it was fun to watch him.
Now he is over in the kitchen looking as some little chickens
Aunt Tillie brought in. We had a lot of fun when uncle Joe
threshed, it was nearly as many cooks as threshers, Loretta &
Stella3 & her babies were here.
Loretta is staying with Stella a
couple of weeks.
Mabel, Lillian & I went out and picked
blackberries yesterday we got about two gallon, they are very
scattering, pears are the only fruit aunt Tillie has this year.
You asked about the war; some of the officers at Scott Field were
telling papa that they had good reasons to believe that the war
would soon be over, according to the confidential reports from
Washington.
We have not heard anything lately.
They said they
thought it would end by Christmas.
I made myself a princess slip
like your scalloped one.
I have the neck and arms done, also
have part of my gingham dress done, the green like yours.
Want
to make Lillian a white dress and some underwear, then I will be
done sewing for a little while.
Have you had your R.C. show yet?
Uncle Edwin4 has a little son. Aunt Tillie received a letter
from Aunt Florence yesterday; she said she thought uncle Albert &
Lee both would soon have to leave.
Aunt Elsie is still down in
Louisiana.
As I have no more news to write I will close with
love and a kiss for you and aunt Ethel both.
Mother

IMatilda Miller Schwartz was wife of Joseph Schwartz
sister of Luetta Miller.
They lived in Troy.
2The Duvall's

and

french poodle.

3Loretta Fournie Hemmer was the daughter of Clementine
Miller Fournie, a deceased sister of Luetta & Matilda.
Stella was probably the daughter of Nicholas Ammel and
a first cousin.
4Edwin, Albert, Lee and Elsie were children of Joseph
Miller and his second wife, Josephine Glad.

Edwin

LETTER TO ELMA DUVALL FROM HER MOTHER
POSTMARKED BELLEVILLE, ILL. JULY 26, 1918
Friday

morning
At Horne.

My Dear Little Girl
Just received Aunt Ethel's letter and must say we all are
very much disappointed to hear that aunt Ethel does not intent to
corne, even if she does not corne with you.
She could corne later
when the weather is cooler, October is a fine month here.
I am
just homesick to see her. Marie Klaus is here, and will stay
till tomorrow.
Mr. & Mrs. Dowlin,l Gladys and Mr. Barr carne
yesterday evening, we prepared supper and took it out to
Stolberg's2 and had a big time.
When we got horne we had some
music and danced, later went out for a drive, got some ice cream
and carne back.
Mr. Dowlin and papa ran a race but Dowlin quit
before the race was over.
Mrs. Dowlin said when aunt Ethel carne
up she wanted us to spend the weekend with them at their club
house so tell aunt Ethel she had better corne.
Papa and I went to Alvina's3 yesterday before breakfast and got
some chickens.
We had an extra fine watermelon last night and
another in the icebox.
I am so sleepy I can hardly write, and
this is the second time, I have written this letter, it was
nearly done and I upset the ink-bottle in my lap and got all the
ink over my letter.
Wiggles ran away yesterday before breakfast
and carne back about ten o'clock with another poodle just like
him, everybody laughed when they saw them corne down the street.
Alvina gave me a couple of gallon of plums, I am making jam out
of them.
We think Arthur4 will have to leave next month but are
not certain about it.
I fell sorry for uncle Nic.
Tillie5 and
the children are gone back to Detroit.
I have no more to tell
you so I will close.
With love from all. write soon.
Mother
P.S. Give aunt Ethel the largest one of those pictures of the
parade, we have more of them.

lThe Dowlins were friends from St. Louis.
Gladys
Mabel's age.
See story at end of letters.

was about

2Stolberg's lake was on the south side of Belleville
the place where the Duvall children swam.
3Alvina ArnrnelBertelsman was a daughter
and first cousin of Luetta.

4Arthur Arnrnelwas Alvina's
5Probably Matilda
Arnrnel.

of Nicholas

and was
Arnrnel

brother.

ArnrnelHauser,

another

daughter

of Nicholas

LETTER TO ELMA DUVALL FROM HER SISTER, MABEL DUVALL
POSTMARKED BELLEVILLE, ILL. JULY 31, 1918
At Home,
July 31, 1918.
Dear Elma:
Did you think I would never write but mama wrote so often
and told so much that there was nothing left for us to tell.
First to answer that 'rapid fire' of questions.
Muellers
haven't moved yet but as far as I know they are ready to.
Every
night they go to the 'house'.
Drones just got back from a long
visit.
Don't know where they went.
I don't think he will have
'to go' on account of the baby.
Mengs still live here.
We are
very much aware of the fact.
Lillian just got an invitation to
Helen's birthday party.
You know Lillian didn't invite Helen.
I suppose Lillian has to go.
She will give her a thrift stamp.
Last nite we went to the picture show.
Papa spoke, a 'four
minute' speech.
They (for once) had a splendid vaudeville all
musicale numbers.
It was fine, and the picture was "Pershing's
Crusaders".
We thought it was fine too.
You know that we thought Uncle Lee and Uncle Albert would
have to go. We got a letter from Aunt Florence and she said they
both have left.
They are at Camp Rike Ark.
They went as
mechanics.
Wouldn't it be lovely if one or both should
eventually 'land' at Scott Field.
Mother would have them here
and also Aunt Florence if it were Uncle Albert.
Scott Field is
continually calling for more mechanics.
Papa is going to Okawville this evening but is coming back
Sat.
We are then going to a shoot at St. Louis.
We are trying to persuade Jo to pay us a visit this summer
but we don't know whether she will come or not.
The nite Dowlins were over we took some pictures and if they
are good we'll send you some as soon as we can have them made.
While I was at Marie's we took a dozen on the boat~ (St.
Paul).
We took one in one of the life boats.
I have been giving Lillian and Rosalind painting lessons.
We first started on the 'color wheel" and now are sketching
objects in pencil.
They certainly do fine.
Their first piece in
pencil was that little hand painted vase with the white Easter
flowers on it. When Rosalind showed it to her mother and father
they couldn't believe she made it. Mrs. Mueller called up this
morning and was very 'tickled' with her work.
Mr. Mueller said
he didn't care how many music lessons Rosalind missed just so she
got her painting lessons.
Rosalind would sooner miss anything
else than her lesson in painting.
Isn't that fine!
Tell Aunt Ethel I appreciate those pictures so much they are
both very good of Jim.
He seems to look healthier than when we
saw him.
The other day when Marie was here a lady called up and asked
me to get the baskets at 'High' for the Centennial exhibit.
So
papa and mama and Marie and Lillian and I went after them.
When
we (Oh! I forgot Wiggles.
He went along too) stopped at Mr.
Hough's office at the Court House, we discovered we had a

puncture (puncher?) so papa he would have a man fix it.
So went
to telephone.
Mama said we would go and get some ice cream.
But
who would hold Wiggles?
So I consented to hold him and the rest
went to get some ice cream promising to bring a cone for me.
While they were gone papa said we'd take the machine to the
engine house and let the firemen change the tire.
So we did.
Then stopped at papa's office and told me to take Wiggles and go
and get the rest.
So Wiggles and I started out.
We no more than
got around the corner than Wiggles ran in the 10¢ cents store and
I called him and he wouldn't come so I had to go in after him.
(Lillian wanted to know what I would have done if he would have
run into a saloon.)
Then I carried him.
Can't you see me
walking up Main with Wiggles under my arm?
I met the folks on
the square and we all came back in papa's machine.
Aunt Florence is moving back to her mother's home while
Uncle Albert is away.
Rosalind just called up and asked Lillian to go on a
swimming party so she could get out of the party, but papa said
Lillian must go to Helen's party.
Wiggles went up town the other day and went to the police
station voluntary.
Sexton brought him home on his motorcycle.
He looked too cute for anything.
Mother wanted to do something for the Red Cross.
So she
offered her fern box of ferns for them to sell.
Mr. Dahm and a
few men took it up to exhibit it in the old lO¢ cents store in
Ruebel's Market.
It certainly looks fine.
Johnsons have been gone a long time.
Mr. Johnson is back
home though.
A hope box in pink and white is being exhibited in Fuessus.
It isn't as pretty as mine though.
It hasn't near as many
articles.
Lillian is invited to a box party given by Georgie Wangelin
Monday night.
I have made two baskets in reed.
One like Aunt Ethel's and
one like our big glass basket.
I am going to 'dye' sometime
soon.
One dark brown and the other --?
I have got to go to the dentist this afternoon.
I am sure
you can sympathize with me.
I don't write often so I write when I write.
Mother called up the dentist for me and she told him he
better work while he had me there.
Alice just called and asked Lillian to go swimming.
Three
dates in one afternoon.
That's awful.
It's 720 Fahr. at noon.
Now at 12. write soon, and give my love to Aunt Ethel.
Lovingly
Mabel

LETTER

TO ELMA DUVALL FROM HER AUNT MATILDA SCHWARTZ
POSTMARKED TROY, ILL. AUGUST 8, 1918
Troy Ill.

Aug 8th/18

Dear Elma:
Your letter was received a few days ago so I will answer it
while it is not so hot; Sun. Mon. and Tue. were so hot a person
could hardly go out of doors without being scorched by the hot
winds, it is very dry and dusty as we did not have a good rain
all summer.
Uncle Joe is well and busy as usual; on Sat. Uncle
Nick, Arthur, Corrine, Cecelia and Arthur's friend were here on a
visit.]
Loretta Fournie" was out here at Stella's3 most of the
time, over three weeks.
I intend to go to Belleville for a day
or two soon.
When the folks were here they had Wiggles along, he
surely had the time of his life, any body comes in an auto, he
goes and gets in, he would not be hard to steal.
You must be a very busy girl sewing and knitting so much.
Uncle Lee is at Little Rock and Uncle Albert at Miss.
I
feel sorry for him there as it is so very hot there.
Well as I
don't know any news I will close hoping you are having a nice
time, with love
Aunt Tillie
Aunt Clara named the boy Harvey Edwin.

lNicholas Ammel was the brother of Eva Ammel, the mother of
Matilda, Luetta, and Clementine Miller.
Arthur was his
only son.
Corrine and Cecelia were daughters.
2Loretta Fournie was a daughter
Miller sister, who had died.
3Stella was the daughter
Leonard Lloyd.

of Clementine,

of Nicholas

Ammel

the youngest

and wife of

LETTER TO ELMA DUVALL FROM MRS. JULIA C. ROBARTS1
POSTMARKED BELLEVILLE, ILL. AUGUST 12, 1918
Belleville

Ills

8/12/'18

Dear Elma.
It pleased me to read your nice letter and also pleased me
to hear that you are having such a good time.
I know what it is to keep the clothes in trim from time to
time.
I like the going part but do not like the keeping of the
clothes.
I always did dislike that.
No, the Chisca Hotel was not finished when I was in Memphis.
We stopped at the Hotel Gayosa (I don't know if that is spelled
correctly but you know what I mean)
I am not doing any knitting now.
I knit two pr of wristlets
last winter.
My sister is the knitter.
She has made 4 sweaters
and 4 pr of wristlets and now is knitting socks.
She loves the
work.
Well it has been sweltering hot the past week and it looks
as if the world would burn up, everything is drying up.
_
Lillian & I have many nice little visits.
She certainly is
a dear little girl.
I have had 3 letters from Ruth and 2 from Mrs. K. They say
they like it there (Perhaps they do).
No we are not going there
this summer, doctor's hands2 are not in condition to run a
machine such a distance.
Will be very glad to see you home.
Sincerely yours,
Julia C. Robarts

lJulia C. Robarts was the wife of Dr. Heber Robarts.
The
Robarts lived on Wabash Avenue near the Duvalls and were
very kind to the Duvall children.
2Dr. Heber Robarts was an M.D. and pioneer in the field of
radiology.
He studied under Madame Marie Curie.
His work
caused damage to his hands.

LETTER TO ELMA DUVALL FROM HER SISTER, MABEL DUVALL
POSTMARKED BELLEVILLE, ILL. AUGUST 12, 1918
At Home,
Aug. 12, 1918
1040 Fahr.
Dear Elma:
Is it hot enough here?
We are very glad that you and Aunt
Ethel have decided to come the 21st. We are terribly anxious to
see you both.
Tell Aunt Ethel I will be glad to help all I can
in music.
We haven't been swimming for the last two mornings because
the lake is getting this "green stuff" on because it hasn't
rained for such a long time.
Wiggles hasn't run away for two whole days!
Wonderful!
Every chance he gets he goes up on 1st street.
The other night
Lillian and I stopped at Chief Kunz's and got him.
We tied a
string to him and led him home.
The other morning we had him at Stoelbergs with us and we
took him canoe riding.
He sat "just as still" and enjoyed it "so
much."
We paddled to shore and took him out and went in
swimming.
Then little Wiggles stood on his hind feet, scratched
on the canoe and so pushed the canoe into the water and fell in
himself.
It was really funny, to us, of course, not to him.
And
he can swim too.
I carried him out into the water then set him
down and he started swimming just as soon as his feet touched the
water.
He swims with his whole back out 6f the water.
It is too
cute for anything, that little tiny dog holding his tail way up
out of the water swimming in that great big lake.
Papa went over
to St. Louis the other day and got mama a new swimming suit.
It's a beauty, an Annette Kellerman, made just like mine, only it
is black and white where mine is black and green.
Aunt Tillie was here Sat. and Sun.
She came Sat. afternoon.
She had been shopping in St. Louis.
She went home Sun. evening.
She wanted mama to go to the state fair at Springfield but they
both decided that it was too hot.
Papa asked me to ask you to ask Uncle Claude what treatment
for "pimples and superfluous persperation"
he asked me to ask
Dr. West about.
Did you get that?
Please tell me.
Mrs. Johnson and the kidlets are back.
They had a fine
trip.
Mother took some cookies over to her and she threw her
arms around mama and kissed her.
Do you call that northern coldbloodedness.
But Mrs. Johnson was a Southern girl.
I am sure Uncle Albert and Lee will be glad to get your
letters.
Do you think Jim is in the present fight?
Yes, that swimming pool in the back yard is for Billie.
But
really I think that we ought to build a chute from the sleeping
porch and take an early morning plunge.
Don't you?
I suppose we will go to the picture show tonight.
The
battery in the big machine is "no more" and that means no riding-comfortable riding--and about $40.00 for another.
It is now about time to get dressed to go to the show.
Mother and dad were initiated at the Eastern Star the other
night.
with love, Mabel

LETTER

Kinloch

523

TO ELMA DUVALL FROM DR. HEBER ROBARTS1,
A NEIGHBOR
POSTMARKED BELLEVILLE, ILL. AUGUST 12, 1918
Dr. Heber Robarts
Belleville, Illinois
August

12/'18

Dear Elma:
Your delightful letter, so well written & so clearly
expressed was read by us this morning.
The remaining days you have in Memphis are so few you will
not have time to give me a description of some of the more
interesting living species in the zoo.
I could see what you saw
- even if it was funny - had you written the impression some of
those beasts made on you.
The ogling eye & the Irish(?) face of
some, the ever restless tramp of others, the play & chatter &
habits of living things are ways of the world full of interest.
Sometimes we get lessons from them, & anyway they broaden our
views of the contention(?) & life of earth.
It is too hot to think & too difficult to do other than
lapse in quiet as a twilight - rest.
To keep a diary is too prosy for your age; but withal, it is
a good habit to get the habit!
Whoever(?) got it? Mark Twain
said he could not find one who wrote a diary correctly!
"They
miss out & they put in." On his first sailing to Europe the
passengers agreed to keep a diary, but they all failed.
Some
excuse was made as the stomachs fell victims to the five days
storm.
I shall be happy to see you.
Your dear sisters & parents are about, but when one is
missing from the family a lonesome spell steals over which calls
in silence for her return.
Yours truly,
Heber Robarts2

lDr. Heber Robarts was one of the pioneers in radiology.
studied in Paris, France under Madame Marie Curie.
He
maintained offices in Belleville and St. Louis.

He

2Dr. & Mrs. Robarts were very good to their little
neighbors.
Elma fondly recalled that her first pair of kid
gloves were brought from Paris as a gift by the Robarts.

LETTER

TO ELMA DUVALL FROM M.H.C., AN UNIDENTIFIED FRIEND
POSTMARKED BELLEVILLE, ILL. AUGUST 18, 1918
Belleville, Ill.
Aug. 14, 1918.

Dear Friend:
Received your most welcome letter and picture.
As today is
so lonesome I thot I would write you.
I am all alone except a
girl friend of mine from E. St. Louis who is going horne tomorrow.
Gee! but this pen is burn. They had a big day out at the Aviation
Field yesterday and we all went.
I never saw so many people in
all my life as there was out there and machines!
Well you just
couldn't count them, they were lined up one after another as far
as you could see. There was a lady out in west end and she
counted the machines that passed her house from 1.00 to 3.30 and
there was 1,200 passed.
We didn't get horne till 7.30 and we had
supper at eight.
We had to wait about % of an hour before we
could ever get out of the Field and I (wh)wish you could have
heard all the Ahs! when we started out.
I have been to Granite
City for about 4 days and I got back Tues.
Sure had a good time.
While I was there we went to the show which was outside and we
saw 7 stars fall.
Well V. Y. is gone to country and that leaves
me pretty lonesome.
Mother went to Okawville last Thur. and is
going to stay a wk. My father is gone out there to spend the
day.
My aunt is gone to St. Louis.
I guess if this girl wasn't
here I would have gone to Okawville too.
I guess we will go to
show this afternoon.
Don't know anything else to do. As there
isn't much news, I will close.
Hoping to get another letter from
you before you corne horne. I have only gotten 4 from you all
summer.
Your Friend
M.H.C.
On reverse of page:
Please excuse penmanship as you already know I am getting to be a
burn writer.

LETTER

TO ELMA DUVALL FROM ETHEL DUVALL,

HER AUNT
Memphis, Tenn.
Feb. 4, 1919.

My Dear Elma:
I know you are just about angry with me, but is has been one
"Ding - basted Darned" thing after another the matter with me
since I got your letter.
First, I had an awful stye, up under the eye lid.
I
couldn't use my eyes for a week; had to keep hot clothes on it
for several days & last, but not least; I've had the "Flu" for
the past 2 weeks, am only able to be up part of the time now; and
still feel awful bad.
I wonder if you ever do get entirely over
it. Hazel & I was sick at the same time so we had to have a
nurse.
She is getting along fine now.
I haven't forgotten it is your graduation time & intended
sending you a pair of white silk stockings, but as I've said
couldn't get out to get them, but will send them yet as soon as I
can get down town.
Hope you got lots of pretty things.
Write me
about it some.
Say, have you corresponded with Bobbie Henry all
the time?
You spoke of getting a Xmas present from her.
Mrs. Roberts said she appreciated your card so much.
She is
a dear little woman.
Elma, I am sending a Dollar, please get me another hank of
wool like the sample, that is what mother sent me in the fall.
Address it to - Mrs. M.E. Sandiford, Derry, La.
It was $1.10 don't know just how much more it is now, but let me
know and I'll send you the balance.
Tell Mother she owes me a
letter, haven't heard from her since Xmas.
Hope you all have
gotten entirely well of the "Flu".
Let me hear from you soon.
Lots of love to each of you, I am
Yours lovingly,
Aunt Ethel

ELMA DUVALL
Elma Duvall was born in Belleville, Illinois on January 4, 1905
and died there on November 16, 1988. On June 25, 1932, she
married James Edward Trabue.
The compiler is their only child,
James Duvall Trabue.
Among my mother's papers were the foregoing letters and
notebook containing the foregoing diary.
I have copied
their original form because of the insight they give on
day life of average americans during the period of World

a small
them in
day to
War I.

It should be noted that the automobile (machine - frequently in
these letters) was a relatively new innovation.
Elma, only
learned to drive because her Uncle Claude taught her.
Her father
had not even taught Mabel her older sister, and because of the
following events, it was some time before Mabel was taught to
drive.
At sometime after Elma's return from Memphis, the family and
there friends the Dowlins went to Okawville, Illinois (then a
famous medicinal springs).
A plank road was in front of the
hotel and nearby there was a wooden bridge.
One afternoon, Mabel
approached her father and requested the car keys so that she and
Gladys Dowlin could go for a drive.
Thinking that Gladys knew
how to drive, Mabel was given the keys and the girls left.
It
was only later that the fathers were conversing and learned that
neither girl knew how to drive.
After about two hours (during
which my grandfather was pacing up and down the road in front of
the hotel, fuming with anger) the two girls, laughing and tooting
the horn, came over the bridge and arrived safely.
While her
father was too relieved to punish her, he didn't allow Mabel to
drive again for several years.
James Duvall
Ill. 62223

Trabue, 5720 N. Belt W. Ste. 34-118,
September 7, 1992

Belleville,

